AUGUST:

- Write in figures 1 –100
- Write in words 1 – 15
- Single digit addition sums
- Word problems of single digit addition sums
- Math Workbook (New Heinemann Math book 2)

SEPTEMBER:

- Write in figures 101-150
- Write in words 16- 20
- Single digit subtraction sums
- Backward counting from 50 – 1
- What comes before, after and between
- Word problems of single digit subtraction sums
- Math Workbook (New Heinemann Math book 2)

OCTOBER:

- Write in figures 151-200
- Write in words 21-30
- Concept of 1 dozen and ½ dozen
- Fractions 1/2 , 1/3rd and 1/4th of the given shape
- Addition and Subtraction sums
- Shapes (pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon)
- Breakup of Tens
- Math Workbook (New Heinemann Math book 2)

NOVEMBER:

Revision

DECEMBER:

Mid Year Assessments and winter vacation
JANUARY:

- Write in figures from 201-300
- Write in words from 31-40
- Double digit addition sums
- Word problems of double digit addition sums
- Double digit subtraction sums
- Breakup of Tens and Units
- Table of 2
- Math Workbook (New Heinemann Math 2)

FEBRUARY:

- Write in figures from 301-400
- Word problems of double digit subtraction sums
- Write in words from 41-70
- Ordinal Numbers
- Backward Counting from 100-51
- Solid Shapes
- Math workbook (New Heinemann Math 2)

MARCH:

- Write in figures from 401-500
- Write in words from 71-100
- Even\odd numbers from 1-100
- Circle the smaller number
- Circle the bigger number
- Clocks
- Mental Math
- Math workbook (New Heinemann Math 2)

APRIL:

Revision

MAY:

Final Assessments

Suggested Websites:

Math:  http://www.abcya.com/kindergarten_counting.html
       http://www.turtlediary.com/game/shapes.html
       http://www.softschools.com/counting/games/number_train/
       http://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/underwater-counting
       http://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/gingerbread-man-game
       http://www.turtlediary.com/game/shapes.html
       http://www.turtlediary.com/game/count-how-many.html